
BIG TECH START-UPS

Strong Brand Equity: Big Tech encompasses

some of the biggest household brands in the

world. By joining a large tech company, you not

only inherit a job at a great company, but all the

glitz and glamour that come with the brand. For

better or worse, people often use brands as a

surrogate indicator of someone's competence

in their field. Think 'ex-Google engineer', 'ex-

Apple designer', etc. 

Structured Learning & Development: As a

junior employee, more mature tech

companies have the upper hand in providing

many internal training courses and teaching

skills that have been battle-tested and

formalised.

Formalised Mentorship Opportunities: The

pool of people in mature tech companies is a

full of successful mentors across different

skills and insights. In startups, you don't

typically have this breadth of mentor access,

and the onus is often on you to build a mentor

relationship.

Immediate Scale of Impact: You can join a

mature tech company and instantly work on a

product that affects millions of users (often

including family and friends), which is pretty

cool regarding impact visibility. In joining a

startup, getting to this scale usually takes

many years, if they're lucky enough to survive

that long.

High Compensation: Let's not beat around

the bush here. The big tech companies (at

least the profitable ones) have the cash to

offer salary packages that are a fair bit higher

than most startups.

Lower Risk: A Google/Amazon/Atlassian-type

company probably isn't going to shut down

tomorrow. A blockchain for an ice cream

startup? Dubious.

Breadth of Learning: Due to the flat structure

and limited company size, you can often work

across multiple roles such as Sales and

Marketing and have the flexibility to get involved

in new projects. In general, the diversity and rate

of learning at startups are higher.

Fast-Paced Environment: Forget the red tape.

Startups have the simplicity and flexibility to

execute and learn quickly, which often leads to

very rewarding feedback loops.

Modern Tech & Tool Stack: Startups tend to

experiment more and use a lot of super slick and

easy SaaS tools to work  effectively. Better yet, if

you find a tool or process you like, it's much

easier to get the rest of the company using it too.

High Autonomy & Ownership: It's equally scary

and exciting how much responsibility you can

get handed as a young person at a startup.

Whereas a junior role might make slides look

pretty in mature companies, you're more likely to

own entire projects or even whole business

functions as an early startup employee.

Potential for Equity in Company: A distinct

financial advantage of startups is being able to

offer early employees a non-trivial chunk of

equity. So if you think you've come across the

next Uber or Airbnb, there's a chance you might

get hella cashed-up. Check out Earlywork's ESOP

guide if you're interested in discovering more.

Work on Unsolved Problems: You have the

chance to build products for problems with few

or no existing solutions, which feels very

rewarding. Change the world! 

Agile working: You'll find much more flexibility

regarding when and where you can work. You can

work out in the morning, grab your morning

smoothie and show up to the office mid-morning

without being fired. The bad news is that the

boundary between work and life becomes

blurred, often meaning extended hours and days

with the pressure of delivering.

https://earlywork.substack.com/p/employee-equity-demystified

